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28 February 2019 

Via Email 

Mr. Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
BC Utilities Commission 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 

Dear Mr. Wruck:   

Re:  British Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC, Commission) 
Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (Creative Energy) 
Application for a Fuel Cost Adjustment Charge (FCAC) Rate Rider (Application) 

SUMMARY 

Creative Energy applies to the Commission for approval of a FCAC Rate Rider of $4.80 per one 
thousand pounds of steam (M#), effective March 1, 2019. The forecast balance of the Fuel Cost 
Stabilization Account (FCSA) at the end of February 2019 is approximately $8.7 million, which 
amounts to 37 percent of Creative Energy’s rolling 12-month fuel costs totaling approximately 
$23.3 million. In comparison, annual fuel costs in 2017 and 2018 were approximately $12 
million and $16 million, respectively. The proposed Rate Rider has been calculated on the basis 
of an 18-month amortization of the current balance in the FCSA, and is therefore targeted to 
reduce the exceedance in the FCSA to 5 percent of a rolling 12-month total of fuel costs over a 
period of 18 months, on a forecast basis. 

Creative Energy acknowledges that semi-annual compliance filings have been in place for 
Commission review of our fuel costs under more typical circumstances, and that more recently 
a Quarterly Report to review fuel costs has been established. Creative Energy files this 
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Application separately outside of the established norm due to the extraordinary and atypical 
nature of the current circumstances. 
 
Creative Energy has been contending with extraordinarily high natural gas commodity prices 
this winter due to the supply constraint arising from the Enbridge pipeline explosion in 
Northern BC on October 10, 2018, and related delayed maintenance activities since. The impact 
of that natural gas shortage on prices has been exacerbated by higher than expected customer 
demand due to colder than normal weather persisting in the region. Constraints arising from 
compression issues at the underground storage facility at Jackson Prairie have also created 
further pressure on natural gas commodity prices. Despite recent management of our fuel cost 
recovery from customers through a Commission-approved increase to our FCAC, effective 
October 18, 2018, the balance in our FCSA has grown to an excessive level beyond forecast in a 
relatively short period of time. The 2018 Enbridge gas pipeline incident is an unprecedented 
one, and Creative Energy has never before encountered such fuel cost pressure.  
 
Creative Energy was in the summer of 2018 contemplating hedging strategies, including a 
strategy to secure advance purchase contracts for up to 30 percent of our overall gas supply 
requirement. On July 16, 2018, Creative Energy applied to the BCUC for approval of a 
contracting plan that included such hedging strategies; however, the BCUC did not accept that 
proposal until October 11, 2018, which was the day after the Enbridge pipeline failed and 
therefore too late for Creative Energy to implement a cost-effective hedging strategy for this 
winter. 
 
Overall, the proposed Rate Rider reflects a balanced consideration of the bill impact to 
customers and the intergenerational equity issue that arises from a material delay in the 
recovery of extraordinary costs already incurred to deliver service, an issue related to the 
amortization period on which the Rate Rider has been determined. 
 
Ultimately, therefore, we seek the Commission’s determination as to the level of fair cost 
recovery on balance with customer bill impacts. To this end we have set out for the 
Commission’s consideration alternative levels of a Rate Rider determined on the basis of 
different amortization periods. 
 
Also for the Commission’s consideration, Creative Energy highlights that Utilities Commission 
Act (UCA) sections 61(4), (5) and (6) provide for the expedited approval of rate schedules that 
may be made necessary by a rise in price, such as for gas supplies, over which the utility has no 
effective control. Section 61(5) and (6) of the UCA provide for the possibility of Commission 
inquiry and further direction after expedited approval. Specifically, section 61(5) sets out that 
within 60 days following such approval the Commission may direct an inquiry into the new rate 
schedule having regard to whether it is just and reasonable. 
 
In summary, a FCAC Rate Rider of $4.80/M#, effective March 1, 2019, is appropriate and can be 
approved with minimal process at this time. Further inquiry and direction can follow if and as 
the Commission considers appropriate. 
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While on a forecast basis the proposed rate rider will return the current balance in the FCSA to 
an acceptable level in 18 months, additional measures could be warranted if high gas prices 
persist and there are further and significant additions to the FCSA. 
 
The basis of our Application and proposed review process is discussed in further detail below. 
  
BACKGROUND 
 
Creative Energy’s fuel expenses, comprised of natural gas commodity and transportation costs, 
fuel oil costs, carbon taxes and other fees, represent the single largest cost to be recovered 
from its steam customers for the provision of heating service. Creative Energy’s annual fuel 
costs in 2017 and 2018 were approximately $12 million and $16 million, respectively.  The $12 
million amount in 2017 could be considered more typical as compared to the 2018 total, which 
reflects additional higher costs incurred following the pipeline explosion. These amounts 
compare to current approved annual revenue requirements in the range of $8.5 million to 
recover the remainder of Creative Energy’s cost of steam service. As explained further below, 
fuel expenses are recovered from customers on a flow-through, consumption basis.  
   
Creative Energy recovers its fuel expenses from its steam service customers through a FCAC 
($/M#), comprised of two parts: i) a Fuel Cost Charge and ii) a Rate Rider that recovers or 
distributes positive or negative balances in the FCSA as applicable. The Fuel Cost Charge is 
approved by the Commission and is set on the basis of forecast annual fuel costs divided by 
forecast annual load.  Positive or negative variances between forecast fuel costs and actual fuel 
costs are captured in the FCSA. Amounts in the FCSA that exceed plus or minus 5 percent of the 
most recently approved 12-month forecast of fuel costs are distributed or collected from 
customers as applicable in the form of a Rate Rider, which would be set on the basis of a 
Commission-approved amortization period for the treatment of excess balances.  The Fuel Cost 
Charge currently equals $13.75/M# and the Rate Rider is currently zero. 
 
The FCAC and the mechanism to recover excess balances in the FCSA described above were first 
approved by the Commission under Order G-167-16 in its November 18, 2016 Decision into 
Creative Energy’s 2016-2017 Revenue Requirements Application (RRA). Prior to this 2016 
Decision, Creative Energy determined the level of the FCAC on the basis of forecast fuel costs 
and the monthly balance of the FCSA, adjusting the FCAC as necessary to provide cost stability 
to customers rather than seeking to directly amortize the balance of the FCSA to a targeted 
level.  In the 2016 Decision the Commission determined that the Fuel Cost Charge would be 
based on forecast total annual fuel costs and load as approved by the Commission through its 
review of Creative Energy RRAs.  Further, the Commission determined that a FCAC Rate Rider 
should be set by amortizing excess balances in the FCSA over two years. The Commission also 
determined that the appropriate amortization of the FCSA is to be assessed by Creative Energy 
in a semi-annual compliance filing, at June 30 and December 31 each year.  A rate change 
application to update the FCAC to reflect any updates to the amortization of the FCSA would be 
permitted within 30 days of a compliance filing.  
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In its October 25, 2018 Decision into Creative Energy’s 2018-2022 RRA, issued under Order G-
205-18, the Commission confirmed that both the amortization of the FCSA and the setting of 
forecast fuel costs are issues related to commodity costs, and it is standard BCUC practice to 
review such commodity cost related information separately from RRAs. Thus, as part of this 
2018 Decision the Commission directed Creative Energy to file for approval of the amortization 
of the FCSA at the time it files a FCAC rate change application. In addition, the Commission 
directed Creative Energy to file for approval of a 12-month forecast of fuel costs as part of its 
semi-annual Fuel Cost Adjustment compliance filings. 
 
On October 18, 2018, in response to the pressure on its fuel costs related to high gas 
commodity prices due to the pipeline explosion, Creative Energy applied to increase its FCAC to 
$13.75/M#. By Order G-213-18, dated November 8, 2018, the Commission approved this higher 
rate, effective the date of that application, October 18, 2018.  Creative Energy explained this 
rate change to its customers by way of a customer notification letter delivered via email. 
Creative Energy received one customer inquiry seeking further information about this rate 
change. By Order G-213-18, the Commission also directed Creative Energy to file a quarterly 
report that includes review of the FCSA balance, the appropriate amortization of the FCSA and 
any request to change the FCAC.  Furthermore, the Commission directed Creative Energy to 
include in future Annual Contracting Plans a full evaluation of its options to mitigate supply risk.  
 
APPLICATION 
 
Creative Energy applies to the Commission for approval of a FCAC Rate Rider of $4.80/M#, 
effective March 1, 2019. The forecast balance of the FCSA at the end of February 2019 is 
approximately $8.7 million, which amounts to 37 percent of Creative Energy’s rolling 12-month 
fuel costs totaling approximately $23.3 million. The proposed Rate Rider has been calculated on 
the basis of an 18-month amortization of the current balance in the FCSA, and is therefore 
targeted to reduce the exceedance in the FCSA to 5 percent of a rolling 12-month total of fuel 
costs over a period of 18 months, on a forecast basis. 
 
Application Basis 
 
Creative Energy has been contending with extraordinarily high natural gas commodity prices 
this winter due to the supply constraint arising from the Enbridge pipeline explosion in 
Northern BC on October 10, 2018, and related delayed maintenance activities. The impact of 
that natural gas shortage on prices has been exacerbated by higher than expected customer 
demand due to colder than normal weather persisting in the region, in addition to other 
constraints arising from compression issues at the underground storage facility at Jackson 
Prairie, creating further pressure on natural gas commodity prices.  
 
Table 1 reports indicative forecast versus actual monthly gas prices between October 2018 and 
February 2019. 
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Table 1: Indicative Natural Gas Commodity Price Forecast and Actual, October 2018 – February 2019 
 

Month Indicative Natural Gas Commodity Price Forecast $/GJ 
 

Actual $/GJ 
(Average 
Billing) Jul 

18 
Oct 
18 

Oct 
26 

Dec 
4 

Dec 
18 

Jan 
2 

Jan 
30 

October 2018 2.56 9.09 7.35     9.83 
November 2018 3.38 7.60 14.57     16.00 
December 2018 3.38 8.15 10.27 13.00 8.78   8.05 

January 2019 3.38 5.64 9.41 15.38 7.76   5.03 
February 2019 3.38 4.92 7.14 7.47 5.46 4.66 4.82 25.11 

 
Table 1 highlights that the impact of the pipeline explosion is persisting.  The pipeline is not 
expected to be back to full operation until October-November 2019.  Table 1 also highlights the 
compounding effect on natural gas commodity prices of unexpected and extreme cold weather 
in the region during February, also unforeseen.  
 
As Table 2 reports, estimated total heating degree days in February equal 493 (with one day 
remaining to be recorded as of the timing of this Application), 34 percent higher than the 
average February total over the last 42 years.  By comparison, heating degree days were lower 
than average in the preceding period November 2018 – January 2019.   
 
Table 2: Heating Degree Days, November – February 
 

Month Average 
1977-2018 

Actual 
Winter 2018/2019 

Difference 
% 

November 353 313 -11% 

December 447 407 -9% 

January 438 403 -8% 

February 368 494 (est.) 34% 
 
Creative Energy’s most recently Commission-approved steam load forecast equals 
1,098,514M#, as set out in Commission’s Decision into Creative Energy’s 2016-2017 RRA issued 
under Order G-167-16.  The Commission directed that this steam load forecast continue to be 
used to set 2018 rates, as set out in its Decision into Creative Energy’s 2018-2022 RRA issued 
under G-205-18.    
 
Table 3 reports 2018 actual load and forecast load for 2019 versus actual 2019 load to date.  
Actual load in 2018 is within 2 percent of the most recently approved load forecast. A monthly 
steam load forecast for 2019 is provided by shaping the 2018 approved forecast for each month 
using average ‘seasonality factors’ equal to the average of monthly actual steam load divided by 
total annual steam load as served by our steam plant over the last 20 years.  On this basis, 
actual February steam load is 30 percent higher than forecast due to the persistently cold 
weather in the region during this period. This increase in load is further indication of the 
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upward pressure on gas commodity prices currently observed in the market due to the very 
cold weather in the region and the resulting increase in heating demand.  
 
Table 3: 2018 and 2019 Load, Forecast versus Actual 
 

Annual Forecast 
currently approved = 

1,098,514 M# 

2018 Actual 
 

2019 Forecast and Actual 
Seasonality 

Factor 
To Shape 2019 

Shaped 
Forecast 

M# 

Actual 
M# 

Difference 
M# (%) 

Total 1,082,604 100% 1,098,514 n/a n/a 
January 165,778 14.3% 157,088 146,574 -10,514 (-6.7%) 
February 147,428 12.3% 135,117 176,391 (est.) 41,273 (30.5%) 
March 126,530 11.4% 125,231   
April 103,173 8.6% 94,472   
May 48,567 6.2% 68,108   
June 46,911 4.5% 49,433   
July 41,415 3.7% 40,645   
August 36,179 3.5% 38,448   
September 47,732 4.3% 47,236   
October 82,200 7.2% 79,093   
November 100,584 10.9% 119,738   
December 136,108 13.3% 146,102   

 
Prior to the pipeline explosion the most recent FCAC equaled $10.85/M#, effective January 1, 
2017 and approved under Order G-13-17. This rate was calculated on the basis of forecast 
annual fuel costs in 2017 of $11,913,500 divided by forecast annual steam load of 1,098,514 M# 
as approved in the 2016-2017 RRA Decision issued under Order G-167-16. 
 
Despite recent management of our fuel cost recovery from customers through a Commission-
approved increase to our FCAC to $13.75/M#, effective October 18, 2018, the balance in our 
FCSA has grown to an excessive level beyond forecast in a relatively short period of time, to 
$8,714,442 by the end of February 2019 as shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Report of FCSA Balance 
 

2015 Year end $(922,088) 
2016 Year end $(182,560) 
2017 Year end $(475,034) 
October 2018 $(380,074) 
November 2018 $1,962,893 
December 2018 $2,856,073 
January 2019 $2,706,389 
February 2019 $8,714,442 
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Overall, the excessive balance in the FCSA would continue to persist if a Rate Rider is not 
applied to clear the exceedance of this balance above 5 percent, as the following Table 5 sets 
out. The excess balance in the FCSA will not ‘self-clear’ within a reasonable time period.  
 
Table 5: Actual and forecast FCSA Balance assuming no Rate Rider 
 

Month 2019 Deferral Balance 12 Month Rolling 
Fuel Cost 

Deferral Balance as 
% of Fuel Cost 

January 2,706,389 16,308,193 17% 
February 8,714,442 23,259,770 37% 
March 10,503,370 25,532,775 41% 
April 10,193,791 25,603,316 40% 
May 10,049,433 25,857,952 39% 
June 9,955,532 25,938,286 38% 
July 9,926,849 26,000,778 38% 
August 9,913,771 26,039,032 38% 
September 9,870,371 26,049,496 38% 
October 9,668,640 25,210,518 38% 
November 9,623,144 23,067,786 42% 
December 9,682,268 22,360,086 43% 

 
 
FCAC Rate Rider and Amortization Period 
 
A Rate Rider of $4.80/M#, effective March 1, 2019, is calculated on the basis of forecast load 
and natural gas prices to reduce the balance in the FCSA to 5 percent of a rolling 12 months of 
fuel costs in 18 months, by the end of August 2020. Please refer to the attached spreadsheet 
that shows the calculation of the Rate Rider.  This rate determination accords with the 
identified and Commission-approved requirement to apply for a rate change to reduce the 
balance in the FCSA when it exceeds 5 percent of the most recent 12-month total of fuel costs. 
  
Table 6 reports the expected customer bill impacts under different assumed amortization 
periods to reduce the balance in the FCSA to 5 percent of a rolling 12 months of fuel costs on a 
forecast basis.  
 
Table 6: Customer Bill Impact versus Cost Recovery Amortization 
 

Rate Rider $/M# $21.00 $7.80 $4.80 $2.80 
Amortization Period (months) 6 12 18 24 
Average Bill Impact – All customers 92% 35% 21% 12% 

 
Creative Energy notes that none of these options effectively match cost recovery to the period 
in which costs were caused and incurred. Creative Energy is of the view that an 18-month 
amortization period strikes a reasonable balance between the bill impact to customers and the 
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timely recovery of the fuel costs that have been incurred to serve customers, addressing the 
intergenerational equity concern.  
 
On the basis of the Decision issued under Order G-205-18, it is understood that there is 
flexibility to have considered a one-year amortization period, for example, which would hasten 
the recovery of fuel costs over a shorter period of time, but would impose a much more severe 
bill impact to customers. Likewise, any period longer than a two-year amortization period 
would exacerbate intergenerational equity concerns and increase the carrying costs to be 
recovered. 
 
Given the level of the proposed FCAC Rate Rider and 18-month amortization period, Creative 
Energy considers that an ongoing Quarterly Report as directed under Order G-213-18, and a 
rate review and adjustment as necessary, would be an effective mechanism to monitor overall 
costs and bill impacts until this issue subsides and review of our gas supply alternative has been 
evaluated, as discussed further below. 
 
While on a forecast basis the proposed rate rider will return the current balance in the FCSA to 
an acceptable level in 18 months, additional measures could be warranted if high gas prices 
persist and there are further and significant additions to the FCSA 
 
Gas Supply Contracting 
 
Creative Energy has used Cascadia Energy Limited (Cascadia) since November 2009 to supply 
the physical natural gas commodity. Since 2011, typically in July each year, and in compliance 
with Commission Letter L-78-11, Creative Energy has filed an Annual Contracting Plan (ACP) 
with the Commission for its review and acceptance in advance of the winter heating season. 
Annual Contracting Plans discuss demand requirements, supply resources, risk factors and may 
also request specific approval of a hedging strategy in advance of the winter heating season to 
reduce price volatility risk.  
 
Creative Energy was in the summer of 2018 contemplating hedging strategies, including a 
strategy to secure advance purchase contracts for up to 30 percent of our overall gas supply 
requirement. On July 16, 2018, Creative Energy applied to the BCUC for approval of a 
contracting plan that included such hedging strategies. Please refer to Attachment 1 – Creative 
Energy 2018-2019 ACP Executive Summary. However, the BCUC did not accept that proposal 
until October 11, 2018, which was the day after the Enbridge pipeline failed and therefore too 
late for Creative Energy to implement a cost-effective hedging strategy for this winter. Please 
refer to Attachment 2 – Commission Letter L-26-18 - Response to Creative Energy 2018-2019 
ACP.  
 
Creative Energy has taken reasonable and prudent measures under the Commission’s oversight 
to manage its gas supply risk in advance. In Creative Energy’s view, the extraordinary gas prices 
driven by the ongoing market effects of the pipeline explosion can only truly be regarded as a 
force majeure-type event and very much out of Creative Energy’s control. Neither the pipeline 
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explosion nor the extraordinary gas prices this winter could have been foreseen by Creative 
Energy or the Commission. 
 
Creative Energy’s three-year contract with Cascadia expires on October 31, 2019. In the normal 
course Creative Energy will be reviewing gas supply proposals and alternatives early this year 
with a view to seeking Commission approval of a preferred gas supply contracting strategy as 
part of its 2019-2020 ACP, as also directed by Order G-213-18.  As part of its planned review of 
alternatives, Creative Energy will evaluate the benefits and costs of procuring its natural gas 
supply directly from FortisBC, in addition to the transportation service that it already receives 
from that utility. Creative Energy is not in a position at this time to report on this review.  
 
Proposed Regulatory Process 
 
Creative Energy requests approval of a Rate Rider of $4.80/M#, effective March 1, 2019. In our 
view, the requested rate rider is appropriate and can be approved with minimal process at this 
time, allowing Creative Energy to apply this rate to invoices for March consumption.  
 
For the Commission’s consideration, Creative Energy highlights that UCA sections 61(4), (5) and 
(6) provide for the expedited approval of rate schedules that may be made necessary by a rise 
in price, such as for gas supplies, over which the utility has no effective control.  
 
Fuel costs are recoverable from customers, and in Creative Energy’s view the only issue in this 
Application is whether it is fairer to recover these costs sooner (with a higher Rate Rider and 
lower carrying costs) or over a more extended period (with a longer amortization, lower Rate 
Rider and higher carrying costs). This is the intergenerational equity issue discussed above. 
Creative Energy believes that its proposal to set the rate rider based on an 18-month 
amortization period reasonably balances these competing objectives. 
 
For further information, please contact the undersigned. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Rob Gorter 
Director, Regulatory Affairs and Customer Relations 
 
Enclosure 
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Executive Summary 

 

 

 

 

   

   



 

 
16 July, 2018 

  
 
Via Email 
 
Mr. Patrick Wruck 
Acting Commission Secretary 
BC Utilities Commission 
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street, Box 250 
Vancouver, BC V6Z 2N3 
 
Dear Mr. Wruck: 
 
 
RE: Commission Letter E-3-15 – Annual Contracting Plan Public Executive Summary 
 
Please find enclosed an Annual Contracting Plan for the 2018/2019 gas year public 
executive summary. 
 
 
Yours truly, 
CREATIVE ENERGY VANCOUVER PLATFORMS INC. 
 
 
Krishnan Iyer 
President & CEO 
 

 
Enclosure 
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Annual Contracting Plan 

 
 

Executive Summary 
 
Creative Energy Vancouver (CEV) Platforms Inc. operates a district energy utility serving 
downtown Vancouver buildings. The utility provides energy in the form of steam to over two 
hundred commercial and residential buildings and has been regulated by the British 
Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC) since the utility’s inception in 1968.  CEV provides 
energy in a competitive market that includes traditional energy from the electric and natural 
gas utilities.  In recent years, municipalities and larger utilities have also been involved in 
developing district energy systems.  CEV is working with both to facilitate greater use of 
alternative energy and specific application would be made to the BCUC in the event broader 
use of alternative energy meets tests of community, environmental, and financial viability.  
In the near term Annual Contracting Plan, natural gas is the most suitable fuel choice 
available to meet CEV’s energy needs. 
 
Natural gas is the utility’s most significant input cost thus management of its supply and cost 
are important priorities.  Secure, diverse sources of natural gas are essential to the utility, as 
is prudent price risk management.  Supply sources have been expanded to provide more 
competitive options and costs have been reduced, however, ongoing diligent effort is 
required. 
 
CEV employs a strategy to meet the above goals that considers market conditions such as 
seasonal liquidity, natural gas storage and economic factors. Given the nature of the 
underlying commodity price, some hedging may be considered prudent to offset the higher 
volatility of winter that can be experienced in BC, as well as providing some stability to gas 
rates charged to customers. As the natural gas market is currently in a trend of 
backwardation, CEV has reviewed options for both one-year and multi-year hedging 
strategies as part of this years ACP. 
 
CEV looks to the BCUC for support of the utility’s Annual Contracting Plan that would see 
under 30% of CEV’s overall supply being hedged. The length of the hedging plan will be 
dependent on the status of the market as the coming gas year approaches.   
 
Following the July 12, 2011 Commission’s decision with respect to FortisBC Energy 2011-2014 
Price Risk Management Plan, CEV’s Annual Contracting Plan for natural gas is consistent 
with the direction outlined in the Commission’s decision towards less hedging, as has been 
CEV’s practice.  CEV has found little basis for an extensive hedging strategy and although 
remaining open to change, requests that the limited hedging strategies proposed be 
approved. 
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Commission Letter L‐26‐18 

Response to Creative Energy 2018‐2019 ACP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
 
Commission.Secretary@bcuc.com 
bcuc.com 

 
Suite 410, 900 Howe Street 
Vancouver, BC  Canada  V6Z 2N3 
P:    604.660.4700 
TF:  1.800.663.1385 
F:    604.660.1102 

 

File 58699 | CEV 2018/19 Annual Contracting Plan  1 of 1 

October 11, 2018 
 
Sent via email 
 Letter L-26-18 
 
Mr. Krishnan Iyer 
President and CEO 
Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. 
Suite 1 ‐ 720 Beatty Street 
Vancouver, BC  V6B 2M1 
Krishnan@creative.energy 
 
Re: Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. – 2018/19 Annual Contracting Plan  
 
Dear Mr. Iyer: 
 
On July 16, 2018, Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (CEV) in compliance with Letter L‐33‐17, submitted to the British 
Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC), on a confidential basis, CEV’s Annual Contracting Plan (ACP) for the period of 
November 1, 2018 to October 31, 2019 (2018/19 ACP).  
 
The BCUC reviewed the CEV filing and accepts the 2018/19 ACP, which includes CEV’s strategy to secure advance purchase 
contracts for up to 30 percent of its overall gas supply requirement.  
 
In accordance with section 14.0 of the Rules for Natural Gas Energy Supply Contracts under Order G‐130‐06, CEV is required 
to file its ACP each year and provide the information that is required. 
 
Accordingly, CEV is requested to file its 2019/20 ACP prior to entering into gas supply contracts for the period commencing 
November 1, 2019, by no later than June 30, 2019. CEV is requested to include in the 2019/20 ACP the following: 

• An assessment of its advanced purchased contracts strategy and activities as contemplated in the 2018/19 ACP; 
and 

• Information regarding the outcome of the supplier selection and evaluation process beyond November 1, 2019. 
 
The BCUC also notes that by Order E‐21‐17 dated November 2, 2017, the BCUC accepted for filing the supply contract 
between CEV and Cascadia Energy Ltd. for the period November 1, 2016 to November 1, 2019. 
 
The BCUC agrees to hold confidential the 2018/19 ACP and related information filed in support of the 2018/19 ACP as they 
contain commercially sensitive information. A copy of CEV’s non‐confidential Executive Summary of the CEV 2018/19 ACP is 
attached to this letter and is available to the public. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Patrick Wruck 
Commission Secretary 
 
AP/dg 
Enclosure

mailto:Krishnan@creative.energy
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Rate Rider Calc -->





Gas Analysis 6 month recovery

				GJ		Conversion		M#		Commodity Rate/GJ		Fees, Levy and Taxes		Commodity Cost		Basic Charge		Administration Charge		Firm Demand Rate 2,200 GJ 		Firm Transportation Rate First 68,200 GJ		Interuptible Rate Remaining GJ		Transportation Cost Fortis		Fuel Oil Volume (L)		Fuel Oil Cost per L		Fuel Oil Cost		Total Cost		Revenue Recovered @ $13.75/M#		Addition to Fuel Cost Deferral		Propsed Rate Rider		Deferral Balance		12-month rolling fuel cost		Deferral Balance as % of Cost

		Opening Balance																																								2,856,049

		2019:

		January		228,375		1.56		146,574		5.03		485,941		1,634,667		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		231,066								1,865,733		2,015,393		-   149,659				2,706,389		16,308,193		17%

		February		278,697		1.58		176,391		25.11		1,007,130		8,005,101		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		281,388		125,584		1.17		146,933		8,433,422		2,425,369		6,008,053				8,714,442		23,259,770		37%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		12.99		569,456		3,292,132		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								3,504,425		1,715,497		1,788,928		-   2,590,362		7,913,008		25,532,775		31%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		3.72		298,794		845,835		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								995,662		1,305,241		-   309,579		-   1,970,885		5,632,543		25,603,316		22%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		3.11		255,089		654,234		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								785,401		929,759		-   144,358		-   1,403,916		4,084,270		25,857,952		16%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		3.15		187,380		484,000		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								580,921		674,822		-   93,901		-   1,018,966		2,971,403		25,938,286		11%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		3.63		159,747		446,188		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								527,798		556,480.60		-   28,683		-   840,273		2,102,447		26,000,778		8%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		3.64		153,607		429,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								508,398		521,476		-   13,078		-   787,417		1,301,952		26,039,032		5%		Rate rider is removed after this month, rate of $13.75 to reviewed so that FCSA balance as a # of 12-month rolling fuel cost does exceed +/- 5%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		3.63		182,291		508,865		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								601,625		645,025		-   43,400				1,258,551		26,049,496		5%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		3.89		259,673		753,824		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								883,597		1,085,328		-   201,731				1,056,821		25,210,518		4%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		4.38		446,544		1,386,558		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,603,981		1,649,477		-   45,496				1,011,325		23,067,786		4%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		5.27		526,901		1,820,846		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								2,069,123		2,009,999		59,124				1,070,449		22,360,086		5%





		2020:

		January		244,936		1.56		157,010		5.19		524,110		1,795,732		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		247,627								2,043,359		2,158,891		-   115,532				954,916		22,537,712		4%

		February		212,877		1.58		134,732		4.55		445,393		1,413,854		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		215,568								1,629,422		1,852,571		-   223,149				731,767		15,733,712		5%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		4.03		430,414		1,274,141		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								1,486,434		1,715,497		-   229,063				502,704		13,715,721		4%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		2.49		285,458		652,289		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								802,116		1,305,241		-   503,125				-   421		13,522,175		-0%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		2.07		245,279		511,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								643,022		929,759		-   286,737				-   287,158		13,379,796		-2%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		2.11		180,167		379,322		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								476,242		674,822		-   198,579				-   485,737		13,275,117		-4%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		2.73		154,513		370,228		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								451,838		556,481		-   104,643				-   590,380		13,199,158		-4%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		2.74		148,520		356,038		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								434,580		521,476		-   86,896				-   677,276		13,125,340		-5%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		2.71		176,202		420,487		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								513,247		645,025		-   131,777				-   809,054		13,036,962		-6%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		2.63		247,838		582,071		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								711,844		1,085,328		-   373,484				-   1,182,538		12,865,209		-9%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		3.36		430,385		1,152,034		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,369,456		1,649,477		-   280,021				-   1,462,558		12,630,685		-12%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		3.86		501,386		1,450,523		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								1,698,800		2,009,999		-   311,199				-   1,773,757		12,260,362		-14%

		Proposed Rate Rider		20.76						Actual January 2019 volume billed

		Current Rate		13.75						Estimated February 2019 billing based on actual gas usage from up to February 23, 2019. Please refer to Feb 2019 Estimate tab.

										Based on 2018 approved load of 1,098,514 M#



















Gas Analysis 12 month recovery

				GJ		Conversion		M#		Commodity Rate/GJ		Fees, Levy and Taxes		Commodity Cost		Basic Charge		Administration Charge		Firm Demand Rate 2,200 GJ 		Firm Transportation Rate First 68,200 GJ		Interuptible Rate Remaining GJ		Transportation Cost Fortis		Fuel Oil Volume (L)		Fuel Oil Cost per L		Fuel Oil Cost		Total Cost		Revenue Recovered @ $13.75/M#		Addition to Fuel Cost Deferral		Propsed Rate Rider		Deferral Balance		12-month rolling fuel cost		Deferral Balance as % of Cost

		Opening Balance																																								2,856,049

		2019:

		January		228,375		1.56		146,574		5.03		485,941		1,634,667		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		231,066								1,865,733		2,015,393		-   149,659				2,706,389		16,308,193		17%

		February		278,697		1.58		176,391		25.11		1,007,130		8,005,101		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		281,388		125,584		1.17		146,933		8,433,422		2,425,369		6,008,053				8,714,442		23,259,770		37%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		12.99		569,456		3,292,132		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								3,504,425		1,715,497		1,788,928		-   971,848		9,531,522		25,532,775		37%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		3.72		298,794		845,835		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								995,662		1,305,241		-   309,579		-   739,433		8,482,510		25,603,316		33%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		3.11		255,089		654,234		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								785,401		929,759		-   144,358		-   526,719		7,811,433		25,857,952		30%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		3.15		187,380		484,000		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								580,921		674,822		-   93,901		-   382,294		7,335,238		25,938,286		28%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		3.63		159,747		446,188		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								527,798		556,480.60		-   28,683		-   315,252		6,991,303		26,000,778		27%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		3.64		153,607		429,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								508,398		521,476		-   13,078		-   295,422		6,682,803		26,039,032		26%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		3.63		182,291		508,865		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								601,625		645,025		-   43,400		-   365,413		6,273,989		26,049,496		24%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		3.89		259,673		753,824		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								883,597		1,085,328		-   201,731		-   614,850		5,457,409		25,210,518		22%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		4.38		446,544		1,386,558		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,603,981		1,649,477		-   45,496		-   934,447		4,477,466		23,067,786		19%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		5.27		526,901		1,820,846		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								2,069,123		2,009,999		59,124		-   1,138,686		3,397,904		22,360,086		15%





		2020:

		January		244,936		1.56		157,010		5.19		524,110		1,795,732		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		247,627								2,043,359		2,158,891		-   115,532		-   1,223,035		2,059,336		22,537,712		9%

		February		212,877		1.58		134,732		4.55		445,393		1,413,854		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		215,568								1,629,422		1,852,571		-   223,149		-   1,049,501		786,686		15,733,712		5%		Rate rider is removed after this month, rate of $13.75 to reviewed so that FCSA balance as a # of 12-month rolling fuel cost does exceed +/- 5%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		4.03		430,414		1,274,141		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								1,486,434		1,715,497		-   229,063				557,623		13,715,721		4%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		2.49		285,458		652,289		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								802,116		1,305,241		-   503,125				54,498		13,522,175		0%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		2.07		245,279		511,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								643,022		929,759		-   286,737				-   232,239		13,379,796		-2%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		2.11		180,167		379,322		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								476,242		674,822		-   198,579				-   430,819		13,275,117		-3%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		2.73		154,513		370,228		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								451,838		556,481		-   104,643				-   535,462		13,199,158		-4%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		2.74		148,520		356,038		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								434,580		521,476		-   86,896				-   622,358		13,125,340		-5%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		2.71		176,202		420,487		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								513,247		645,025		-   131,777				-   754,135		13,036,962		-6%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		2.63		247,838		582,071		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								711,844		1,085,328		-   373,484				-   1,127,619		12,865,209		-9%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		3.36		430,385		1,152,034		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,369,456		1,649,477		-   280,021				-   1,407,640		12,630,685		-11%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		3.86		501,386		1,450,523		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								1,698,800		2,009,999		-   311,199				-   1,718,839		12,260,362		-14%

		Proposed Rate Rider		7.79						Actual January 2019 volume billed

		Current Rate		13.75						Estimated February 2019 billing based on actual gas usage from up to February 23, 2019. Please refer to Feb 2019 Estimate tab.

										Based on 2018 approved load of 1,098,514 M#



















Gas Analysis 18 month recovery

				GJ		Conversion		M#		Commodity Rate/GJ		Fees, Levy and Taxes		Commodity Cost		Basic Charge		Administration Charge		Firm Demand Rate 2,200 GJ 		Firm Transportation Rate First 68,200 GJ		Interuptible Rate Remaining GJ		Transportation Cost Fortis		Fuel Oil Volume (L)		Fuel Oil Cost per L		Fuel Oil Cost		Total Cost		Revenue Recovered @ $13.75/M#		Addition to Fuel Cost Deferral		Propsed Rate Rider		Deferral Balance		12-month rolling fuel cost		Deferral Balance as % of Cost

		Opening Balance																																								2,856,049

		2019:

		January		228,375		1.56		146,574		5.03		485,941		1,634,667		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		231,066								1,865,733		2,015,393		-   149,659				2,706,389		16,308,193		17%

		February		278,697		1.58		176,391		25.11		1,007,130		8,005,101		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		281,388		125,584		1.17		146,933		8,433,422		2,425,369		6,008,053				8,714,442		23,259,770		37%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		12.99		569,456		3,292,132		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								3,504,425		1,715,497		1,788,928		-   600,056		9,903,314		25,532,775		39%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		3.72		298,794		845,835		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								995,662		1,305,241		-   309,579		-   456,554		9,137,181		25,603,316		36%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		3.11		255,089		654,234		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								785,401		929,759		-   144,358		-   325,216		8,667,607		25,857,952		34%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		3.15		187,380		484,000		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								580,921		674,822		-   93,901		-   236,043		8,337,664		25,938,286		32%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		3.63		159,747		446,188		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								527,798		556,480.60		-   28,683		-   194,649		8,114,332		26,000,778		31%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		3.64		153,607		429,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								508,398		521,476		-   13,078		-   182,405		7,918,849		26,039,032		30%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		3.63		182,291		508,865		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								601,625		645,025		-   43,400		-   225,620		7,649,829		26,049,496		29%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		3.89		259,673		753,824		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								883,597		1,085,328		-   201,731		-   379,632		7,068,466		25,210,518		28%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		4.38		446,544		1,386,558		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,603,981		1,649,477		-   45,496		-   576,963		6,446,008		23,067,786		28%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		5.27		526,901		1,820,846		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								2,069,123		2,009,999		59,124		-   703,068		5,802,064		22,360,086		26%





		2020:

		January		244,936		1.56		157,010		5.19		524,110		1,795,732		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		247,627								2,043,359		2,158,891		-   115,532		-   755,148		4,931,383		22,537,712		22%

		February		212,877		1.58		134,732		4.55		445,393		1,413,854		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		215,568								1,629,422		1,852,571		-   223,149		-   648,002		4,060,232		15,733,712		26%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		4.03		430,414		1,274,141		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								1,486,434		1,715,497		-   229,063		-   600,056		3,231,114		13,715,721		24%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		2.49		285,458		652,289		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								802,116		1,305,241		-   503,125		-   456,554		2,271,434		13,522,175		17%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		2.07		245,279		511,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								643,022		929,759		-   286,737		-   325,216		1,659,481		13,379,796		12%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		2.11		180,167		379,322		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								476,242		674,822		-   198,579		-   236,043		1,224,859		13,275,117		9%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		2.73		154,513		370,228		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								451,838		556,481		-   104,643		-   194,649		925,568		13,199,158		7%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		2.74		148,520		356,038		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								434,580		521,476		-   86,896		-   182,405		656,267		13,125,340		5%		Rate rider is removed after this month, rate of $13.75 to reviewed so that FCSA balance as a # of 12-month rolling fuel cost does exceed +/- 5%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		2.71		176,202		420,487		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								513,247		645,025		-   131,777				524,490		13,036,962		4%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		2.63		247,838		582,071		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								711,844		1,085,328		-   373,484				151,006		12,865,209		1%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		3.36		430,385		1,152,034		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,369,456		1,649,477		-   280,021				-   129,015		12,630,685		-1%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		3.86		501,386		1,450,523		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								1,698,800		2,009,999		-   311,199				-   440,214		12,260,362		-4%

		Proposed Rate Rider		4.81						Actual January 2019 volume billed

		Current Rate		13.75						Estimated February 2019 billing based on actual gas usage from up to February 23, 2019. Please refer to Feb 2019 Estimate tab.

										Based on 2018 approved load of 1,098,514 M#



















Gas Analysis 24 month recovery

				GJ		Conversion		M#		Commodity Rate/GJ		Fees, Levy and Taxes		Commodity Cost		Basic Charge		Administration Charge		Firm Demand Rate 2,200 GJ 		Firm Transportation Rate First 68,200 GJ		Interuptible Rate Remaining GJ		Transportation Cost Fortis		Fuel Oil Volume		Fuel Oil Cost per		Fuel Oil Cost		Total Cost		Revenue Recovered @ $13.75/M#		Addition to Fuel Cost Deferral		Propsed Rate Rider		Deferral Balance		12-month rolling fuel cost		Deferral Balance as % of Cost

		Opening Balance																																								2,856,049

		2019:

		January		228,375		1.56		146,574		5.03		485,941		1,634,667		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		231,066								1,865,733		2,015,393		-   149,659				2,706,389		16,308,193		17%

		February		278,697		1.58		176,391		25.11		1,007,130		8,005,101		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		281,388		125,584		1.17		146,933		8,433,422		2,425,369		6,008,053				8,714,442		23,259,770		37%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		12.99		569,456		3,292,132		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								3,504,425		1,715,497		1,788,928		-   348,705		10,154,664		25,532,775		40%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		3.72		298,794		845,835		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								995,662		1,305,241		-   309,579		-   265,314		9,579,772		25,603,316		37%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		3.11		255,089		654,234		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								785,401		929,759		-   144,358		-   188,990		9,246,423		25,857,952		36%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		3.15		187,380		484,000		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								580,921		674,822		-   93,901		-   137,170		9,015,353		25,938,286		35%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		3.63		159,747		446,188		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								527,798		556,481		-   28,683		-   113,115		8,873,555		26,000,778		34%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		3.64		153,607		429,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								508,398		521,476		-   13,078		-   105,999		8,754,478		26,039,032		34%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		3.63		182,291		508,865		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								601,625		645,025		-   43,400		-   131,113		8,579,965		26,049,496		33%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		3.89		259,673		753,824		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								883,597		1,085,328		-   201,731		-   220,612		8,157,622		25,210,518		32%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		4.38		446,544		1,386,558		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,603,981		1,649,477		-   45,496		-   335,286		7,776,840		23,067,786		34%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		5.27		526,901		1,820,846		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								2,069,123		2,009,999		59,124		-   408,568		7,427,396		22,360,086		33%





		2020:

		January		244,936		1.56		157,010		5.19		524,110		1,795,732		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		247,627								2,043,359		2,158,891		-   115,532		-   438,833		6,873,030		22,537,712		30%

		February		212,877		1.58		134,732		4.55		445,393		1,413,854		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		215,568								1,629,422		1,852,571		-   223,149		-   376,568		6,273,313		15,733,712		40%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		4.03		430,414		1,274,141		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								1,486,434		1,715,497		-   229,063		-   348,705		5,695,545		13,715,721		42%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		2.49		285,458		652,289		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								802,116		1,305,241		-   503,125		-   265,314		4,927,106		13,522,175		36%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		2.07		245,279		511,856		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								643,022		929,759		-   286,737		-   188,990		4,451,379		13,379,796		33%

		June		94,230		1.92		49,078		2.11		180,167		379,322		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		96,921								476,242		674,822		-   198,579		-   137,170		4,115,630		13,275,117		31%

		July		78,919		1.95		40,471		2.73		154,513		370,228		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		81,610								451,838		556,481		-   104,643		-   113,115		3,897,872		13,199,158		30%

		August		75,851		2.00		37,926		2.74		148,520		356,038		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		78,542								434,580		521,476		-   86,896		-   105,999		3,704,977		13,125,340		28%

		September		90,069		1.92		46,911		2.71		176,202		420,487		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		92,760								513,247		645,025		-   131,777		-   131,113		3,442,087		13,036,962		26%

		October		127,082		1.61		78,933		2.63		247,838		582,071		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		129,773								711,844		1,085,328		-   373,484		-   220,612		2,847,990		12,865,209		22%

		November		214,732		1.79		119,962		3.36		430,385		1,152,034		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		217,423								1,369,456		1,649,477		-   280,021		-   335,286		2,232,684		12,630,685		18%

		December		245,585		1.68		146,182		3.86		501,386		1,450,523		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		248,276								1,698,800		2,009,999		-   311,199		-   408,568		1,512,917		12,260,362		12%



		2021:

		January		228,655		1.56		146,574		3.99		468,886		1,380,484		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		231,346								1,611,831		2,015,393		-   403,562		-   409,665		699,691		11,828,833		6%

		February		278,697		1.58		134,732		4.60		584,095		1,865,369		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		281,388								2,146,757		1,852,571		294,186		-   376,568		617,308		12,346,168		5%		Rate rider is removed after this month, rate of $13.75 to reviewed so that FCSA balance as a # of 12-month rolling fuel cost does exceed +/- 5%

		March		209,603		1.68		124,763		4.05		430,732		1,278,751		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		212,294								1,491,045		1,715,497		-   224,452				392,856		12,350,779		3%

		April		147,136		1.55		94,927		2.64		287,037		675,203		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		149,827								825,030		1,305,241		-   480,211				-   87,355		12,373,693		-1%

		May		128,476		1.90		67,619		3.07		254,728		649,002		3,664		39		25.270		0.170		1.00		131,167								780,169		929,759		-   149,590				-   236,946		12,510,839		-2%

		Proposed Rate Rider		2.79						Actual January 2019 volume billed

		Current Rate		13.75						Estimated February 2019 billing based on actual gas usage from up to February 23, 2019. Please refer to Feb 2019 Estimate tab.

										Based on 2018 approved load of 1,098,514 M#







Supporting Docs and Ref -->





Interest on Deferral

		January 1		-182,561		-475,034

		December 31		-475,034		2,826,108

		Average		-328,797		1,175,537

		WACD		3.40%		3.50%

		Interest Accrued		-   11,179		41,144

						2,856,073





Actual Fuel Costs by Month

		2017																								2018

		January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December		January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

		2,100,747		1,494,373		1,373,316		1,054,238		791,096		548,901		446,244		435,554		501,011		917,970		1,319,575		1,746,533		1,583,620		1,481,845		1,231,420		925,122		530,765		500,587		465,305		470,144		591,161		1,722,575		3,746,713		2,776,822







Commodity Rate Forward Curve

				Sumas USD/MMBTU		Exchange Rate		Factor		CAD/GJ

		Mar-19		10.436		1.31316		1.055		12.99

		Apr-19		2.987		1.31316		1.055		3.72

		May-19		2.496		1.31316		1.055		3.11

		Jun-19		2.529		1.31316		1.055		3.15

		Jul-19		2.916		1.31316		1.055		3.63

		Aug-19		2.926		1.31316		1.055		3.64

		Sep-19		2.913		1.31316		1.055		3.63

		Oct-19		3.124		1.31316		1.055		3.89

		Nov-19		3.517		1.31316		1.055		4.38

		Dec-19		4.233		1.31316		1.055		5.27

		Jan-20		4.171		1.31316		1.055		5.19

		Feb-20		3.655		1.31316		1.055		4.55

		Mar-20		3.234		1.31316		1.055		4.03

		Apr-20		2.003		1.31316		1.055		2.49

		May-20		1.667		1.31316		1.055		2.07

		Jun-20		1.698		1.31316		1.055		2.11

		Jul-20		2.196		1.31316		1.055		2.73

		Aug-20		2.198		1.31316		1.055		2.74

		Sep-20		2.179		1.31316		1.055		2.71

		Oct-20		2.113		1.31316		1.055		2.63

		Nov-20		2.700		1.31316		1.055		3.36

		Dec-20		3.105		1.31316		1.055		3.86

		Jan-21		3.203		1.31316		1.055		3.99

		As at 2/26/2019 9:57 AM





Feb 2019 Estimate

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28

		Consumption						7,176		7,064		10,519		12,127		12,255		11,867		11,744		11,167		10,474		11,618		12,458		11,338		6,397		11,197		9,750		8,154		7,956		9,520		10,475		9,971		9,322		10,069		9,252		10,081		10,081		10,081		10,081		10,081								282,277

		Daily Cost US Dollars						3.592		5.950		5.950		5.950		12.475		16.740		19.450		19.486		48.077		48.077		48.077		50.740		25.460		13.690		7.830		9.460		9.460		9.460		9.460		9.000		8.350		5.500		15.26		15.26		15.26		19.87		40.000		40.000								537.884

		Daily Cost Canadian Dollars						$   31,994.24		$   52,169.98		$   77,686.30		$   89,804.72		$   190,311.64		$   248,382.88		$   287,896.81		$   273,815.26		$   633,648.42		$   702,857.30		$   754,895.60		$   722,193.59		$   204,148.00		$   193,359.48		$   96,043.21		$   97,042.53		$   94,686.09		$   113,299.60		$   124,439.83		$   111,939.83		$   97,331.58		$   69,221.75		$   176,428.37		$   192,293.59		$   192,242.55		$   250,631.74		$   504,543.00		$   504,543.00								$   7,087,850.90



		Monthly Interest Cost																																																																Av. Cost Canadian FUNDS				25.110

		1		1.30950

		2		1.30950

		3		1.30950

		4		1.31305

		5		1.31330

		6		1.31910

		7		1.32970

		8		1.32755

		9		1.32755

		10		1.32755

		11		1.32970

		12		1.32440

		13		1.32240

		14		1.33080

		15		1.32725

		16		1.32725

		17		1.32725

		18		1.32725

		19		1.32485

		20		1.31600

		21		1.31920

		22		1.31870

		23		1.31870

		24		1.31870

		25		1.31835

		26		1.32000

		27		1.32000

		28		1.32000

		29

		30

		31



		AVG.		1.32133







2018 Balance by Month

				Balance		12-month rolling fuel cost		Deferral Balance as % of Cost

		2018:

		January		-   748,808		12,212,432		-6%

		February		-   927,574		12,199,904		-8%

		March		-   1,138,225		12,058,008		-9%

		April		-   1,374,213		11,928,892		-12%

		May		-   1,387,922		11,668,560		-12%

		June		-   1,409,244		11,620,247		-12%

		July		-   1,342,250		11,639,308		-12%

		August		-   1,232,808		11,673,898		-11%

		September		-   1,111,224		11,764,048		-9%

		October		-   380,074		12,568,653		-3%

		November		1,962,893		14,995,791		13%

		December		2,856,073		16,026,080		18%



		Opening Balance		2,856,049







Regression Calculation GJ to M#

		MLBS Consumption		Gas Cons. GJ		Gas consumption coef		Expected Value		Error

		36,565.00		71,736.00		1.96188		1.94135		(0.02052)

		36,578.70		74,754.00		2.04365		1.94131		(0.10234)

		41,025.00		76,997.00		1.87683		1.92829		0.05146

		41,970.00		84,445.00		2.01203		1.92552		(0.08651)

		42,556.00		77,382.00		1.81836		1.92380		0.10544

		47,619.00		96,667.00		2.03001		1.90897		(0.12104)						SUMMARY OUTPUT

		48,220.00		91,450.00		1.89652		1.90721		0.01069

		49,100.00		89,923.00		1.83143		1.90463		0.07320						Regression Statistics

		50,316.00		99,612.00		1.97973		1.90107		(0.07866)						Multiple R		0.8051237955

		78,642.00		125,935.00		1.60137		1.81808		0.21671						R Square		0.6482243261

		86,592.00		153,197.00		1.76918		1.79479		0.02561						Adjusted R Square		0.629709817

		93,342.00		167,002.00		1.78914		1.77502		(0.01412)						Standard Error		0.1124586445

		106,806.00		165,771.00		1.55208		1.73557		0.18350						Observations		21

		119,545.20		213,492.00		1.78587		1.69825		(0.08762)

		131,138.00		220,449.00		1.68105		1.66429		(0.01676)						ANOVA

		144,173.00		224,195.00		1.55504		1.62610		0.07106								df		SS		MS		F		Significance F

		145,935.00		276,298.00		1.89329		1.62094		(0.27236)						Regression		1		0.4427910265		0.4427910265		35.0116938439		0.0000107122

		147,796.00		233,237.00		1.57810		1.61549		0.03738						Residual		19		0.2402919876		0.0126469467

		151,320.55		254,417.00		1.68131		1.60516		(0.07615)						Total		20		0.6830830141

		170,642.33		252,090.00		1.47730		1.54855		0.07125

		188,444.00		276,377.00		1.46663		1.49640		0.02977								Coefficients		Standard Error		t Stat		P-value		Lower 95%		Upper 95%		Lower 95.0%		Upper 95.0%

																Intercept		2.0484752172		0.0522880598		39.1767303197		1.22780679774966E-19		1.9390350503		2.1579153841		1.9390350503		2.1579153841

																X Variable 1		-0.0000029296		0.0000004951		-5.9170680108		0.0000107122		-0.0000039659		-0.0000018934		-0.0000039659		-0.0000018934

										0.00







